Discover

Jordan
Beauty

OUR PROGRAMS
J O R D A N R O U N D TRIP NATURE & ADVENTURE

7 Nights / 8 Days

J O R D A N / H O L YLAND ROUND TRIP

7 Nights / 8 Days

W A L K IN G & T R EKKING IN JORDAN

7 Nights / 8 Days

T HE C HA L L E N GER

6 Nights/ 7 Days

L A N D O F D I V E RSITY

5 Nights / 6 Days

CARAVAN

4 Nights/ 5 Days

B AC K I N T IM E

3 Nights/ 4 Days
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ABOU T J O R D A N
Jordan is a small country, but it consists of different
geographical areas with special features. The country’s terrain provides a range of landscapes and climates. Its diversity of habitats of desert, steppe oasis, and forest provide for the existence of varieties of
flora and fauna. There in the Eastern Desert, which is
a part of the Levant Desert and consists of most of the
Jordan area. There are steep valleys near Wadi alMujib, high mountains of al-Sharah in the south, and
the Jordan River in the west, which flows to the lowest point on earth.
The total area of Jordan is about 89,297 km².. Jordan, at the heart of the Middle Eastern crossroads,
is bound by the Great Syrian-African Rift with its unique fertile areas near Irbid, Jordan Valley and the
Red Sea, and shares its borders from the north with Syria, from the east with Iraq and from the south
with Saudi Arabia. To the west lie the Israeli-occupied West Bank, Palestinian National Authority,
and Israel.
The Kingdom is divided into three natural regions.
The first consists of the eastern depression of the
Jordan Valley from the southern end of the Sea of
Galilee in the north along the Jordan River, and the
Dead Sea (the lowest point on earth) down to the
Red Sea of Aqaba. The second natural region is the
upland area above the Jordan Valley, which starts
at the Yarmouk River in the north, stretching down
to Aqaba. The desert to the east of these uplands is
the third and largest region forming about 75 % of the
total area.
Natural life is varied in the different regions. The Badia (pasture area), or the vast golden desert area,
is inhabited by highly adapted creatures and wide
varieties of mammals, birds and reptiles. The valleys have spring flowers and magnificent marine life
and also wild animals, while in the oasis, migratory
birds’ rest.
CLIMATE:
Jordan is blessed with a Mediterranean climate for
pleasurable year-round travel. Amman (annual rain3

fall is about 400 mm) is sunny and cloudless from May to October. Winter season, from November
through March, generally mild but cold in high areas; spells of rain are interspersed with brilliant
sunshine. Aqaba and the Jordan Valley (Dead Sea area) are ideal winter resorts with temperatures
averaging 16-22ºC (61-72 F) between November and April. Rainfall is nearly nonexistent in these
areas and in the desert.
ECONOMY & CURRENCY
Jordan has limited natural resources, a small domestic production base, and is
strongly service oriented. The exchange and trade system is relatively open and
production and pricing policies are mostly market oriented. Agricultural products
include olive, citrus, apple, and other fruit trees and vegetables.
Fertilizers, cement, and petroleum products are the principal output of the manufacturing sector. However, there are large numbers of medium-size companies that produce chemicals, foods, textiles,
footwear, and furniture.. Jordan’s main exports are mineral-related products including phosphate
rock, potash, fertilizers, fruits and vegetables, and recently, pharmaceuticals.
The official Jordan currency is the Dinar (JD). It is divided into 100 piasters . Notes are 1,5,10,20 and
50 JD. Coins are 0.5, 1,m 2.5, 10, 25, 50, and 100 piasters. The value of the Jordan Dinar (JD) fluctuates slightly in line with other international currencies. It generally maintains around 1.5 US $ to a Dinar. Traveler’s checks can be converted easily at all banks, many changing offices and hotels. Credit
Cards are widely accepted everywhere in Jordan.
POLITICAL SYSTEM:
There are three components of the executive branch: the monarch,
the cabinet, and the local government. The king is the direct chief
executive and his authority is exercised through the prime ministers
of the cabinets. The prime ministers (appointed by the king) and the
ministers (nominated by the prime minister) are subject to approval
by the lower house of parliament. The king must authorize laws before they are passed.
The first constitution was drawn up in 1928 supervised by King Abdulla I. The constitution specifies that Jordan has a hereditary monarchy with a parliament system. It guarantees Jordanian citizens the
following rights: freedom of speech, press, association, religion, and
freedom to an elected parliament and municipal representatives. It
also ensures the acad3mic freedom and the existence of political
parties.
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J O R D A N R O U N D T R I P N A TURE & ADVENTURE
7 N i g h t s / 8 Days
OVERLOOK

Jordan is more than a desert. It is a great mixture of different Geography. With four different Reasons
of hot, dry, rainy and snowy winters it helps to shape some of the wondrous beauty of the country. Jordan offers a fascinating Eco-tour. Intense heat, presence of vast stretches of desert and low annual
rainfall has all contributed to create this amazing environment with fascinating indigenous species
of plant and animal life. Visiting Dana & Shaumari Wildlife Reserves, the homes of some of Jordan’s
living natural creatures, like red fox & striped hyena. Many indigenous species, like the Arabian Oryx
(Al-Maha), ostriches & gazelles, have been saved from extinction. Within our tour we may have the
chance to catch glimpse of burrowing badgers, witness the prickly porcupine in their natural habitats,
or come face to face with a lionfish in the crystal water of Aqaba on the Red Sea.
Day 1: WELCOME TO JORDAN:
Arrival Amman A/P or Border. Transfer to Amman / Hotel. Dinner & Overnight in Amman
Day 2: CITY TOUR OF AMMAN + DEAD SEA:
After breakfast, Start the trip by visiting Amman, the capital of the Hashemite kingdom of Jordan. Drive
through the old and the new city of Amman, Citadel: Temple of Hercules, Omayyad Palace, Byzantine Church and
Jordan Archaeological Museum, during the visit a meeting will be held at the Royal Society for conservation of
Nature (RSCN), which is an independent, nonprofit, nongovernmental organization of international standing. it
was created 1966 and was given the responsibility for
protecting Jordanian wildlife and wild places. It has established major protected Areas in Jordan and has an
active reintroduction programs for endangered species.
Later on drive down to the lowest point of earth Dead Sea
396 m under sea level (time to swim). Return back to Amman. Dinner and Overnight. Amman
Day 3: DESERT CASLTES:
After breakfast, Today is special day as we are heading to the eastern parts of the country to visit the huge
Desert Castle of El – Kharraneh, a fortress like a Castle
with heavy stone walls which was built in 711 AD, and
the fascinating Palace of Amra (an old hunting Palace),
which was built between 705-715 AD, the Castle is the
best preserved and most famous of Jordan Castles. With its fresco-covered walls and domed baths.
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Later on drive to Azraq to visit its famous Castle and then to Shaumari Reserve, which was established in 1975 as a breeding center for endangered or locally extinct wildlife. It is the home of the
rarest species of Animals in the Middle East like; Arabian Oryx, Ostriches, gazelles and onagerrs.
These Animals are rebuilding their population in a safe environment. The City of Azraq is considered
a unique wetland oasis located in the heart of the Desert, it contains several pools, seasonally flooded
marshlands and large mudflat, a variety of birds flock to the reserve each year, stopping for short time
through their migration routes, staying within protected areas of the wetland this wetland Reserve
was established 1978 of 12 square km. Later on drive back to Amman. on the stop at Kan Zaman (an
old Caravan Saraei has changed to be handcraft village with Restaurants and amazing hand made
shops). Continue to Amman. Dinner in local Restaurant in the suburb of Amman. Overnight in Amman.
Day 4: AMMAN - KINGS WAY - PETRA:
After breakfast, Drive to Madaba to visit St. George’s Greek Orthodox Church in Madaba, Mosaic map build on the Sixth Century AD.
It is the oldest preserved and most detailed ancient map of the Holy
Land; from Lebanon to Egypt, Then drive Mt. Nebo (Siyagha) is the
memorial of Prophet Moses. Then continue to Kerak through Wadi
Al Mujeb, it is chance to stop there and enjoy the surrounds of Mujib Nature Reserve, a deep majestic canyon
which cuts through rugged highlands and drain into the
Dead Sea, most of the reserve consists of rocky ravines
and cliffs with sparse, desert vegetation. The reserve
was created 1987 and it is the 2nd largest in Jordan, extending over 212 square km, later on continue to Karak,
and time to visit its Crusader Castle. The castle was built
in 1142, Later on continue to Petra.
Day 5: PETRA - NABATEAN CITY:
After breakfast, Your ultimate destination is
the astonishing rose-red city of Petra. Which
did Nabateans (An early Arab people) built.
Petra was renowned for its massive architecture, pools, dams and water channels.
Petra is the legacy of the Nabateans who
settle in the South of Jordan more than 2
thousand years ago. The TREASURY, Royal
Tombs, The Court, Roman Theatre, Roman
Street, museum of Petra with a possibility to
visit one of the two highest points of Petra (Al Deir, The Monastery) almost 850 high or the high place
of the Sacrifice, almost 600 steps high. Then back to the hotel. Dinner and overnight in Petra.
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Day 6: PETRA - WADI RUM-AQABA:
After breakfast, drive to Wadi Rum or (Valley
of the Moon)Wadi Rum was the headquarter
of Lawrence of Arabia during 1st World War.
On the way to Wadi Rum visiting the Seven
Pillars of Wisdom, Desert Police Station with
their beautiful uniforms, then new adventure
begins in the Desert by joining Jeep Safari in
the Desert visiting different Sites and includes
visit to one of the Bedouin families or Trayps
in the middle of the desert and time to get to
know more about those great people, who till
now refuse our new standard of life preferring
to stay with their Cattle and simple life away –
as much as possible – from Modernity, but they
are very kind people and famous of their generosity and hospitality, then special lunch will
be prepared for the GRP. In Bedouin Tent in the
middle of the desert to enjoy the fascinating
atmosphere, nature and Silence. Later on continue to Aqaba. Dinner and overnight in Aqaba
Day 7: AQABA – DANA - AMMAN:
After breakfast, Free in the morning in Aqaba, and then drive back via Dana to Amman. Dana Nature
Reserve is system of Wadis (valleys) which extends from the top of the Rift valley down to the desert
lowlands of Wadi Arava. Dana is truly a world of natural treasures. Visitors will appreciate the beauty
of Rummana Mountains, the mystery of the ancient archeological ruins of Feinan, the timeless tranquility of Dana Village and the grandeur of the red and white sandstone cliffs of Wadi Dana, later on
continue to Amman. Dinner & overnight in Amman.
Day 8: Transfer to AMMAN A/P.:
After breakfast, Transfer to AMM A/P. Flight back home.
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J O R D A N / H O L Y L A ND ROUND TRIP
7 N i g h t s / 8 Days
Day 01: AMM A/P – AMMAN:
Arrival AMM A/P, transfer to Amman. D&O in Amman.

Day 02: AMMAN TOUR OF AMMAN – JERASH –
AMMAN:
After Breakfast, prepare yourself for special day, as we
will begin by visiting Amman the Capital of the Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan by visiting National Museum , Citadel,
then walk though Down Town and visit Roman Theater, then visit King Abdullah Mosque then drive north to
about 45 KM. To Jerash one of the best preserved Roman
Towns in the world. Its Triumphal Arch, which was built
at 129 to honor the visit to Emperor Hadrian just one part
of massive building, today you can walk through “Street
of Columns”, Roman Cardo. The Two Huge Tamales of
Zeus and Airtimes and a lot of other different sites. From
Petra, drive north to Umm Queiss, historically known Gadara is one of the most unique Greco-Roman Decapolis
sites. Umm Queiss is about 378 m above sea level, where
it offers a panoramic view OVER GOLAN, HEIGHTS/SYRIAN MOUNTAINS AND LAKE OF TIBERIAS,
THEN VISITING THE different site like, Theaters, living quarters, Basilica Terrace, Tomb, and the
Church. Later on drive back to Amman. Dinner and overnight in Amman.

Day 03: AMMAN – MADABA - Mt.NEBO - ALLNBY BRIDGE - JERUSALEM :
After Breakfast, Drive to Madaba to visit St. George’s
Greek Orthodox Church in Madaba, which was rebuilt in
1897. The world of mosaic map by an unknown mosaicist
who worked in Madaba towards the middle of the Sixth
Century AD. It is the oldest preserved and most detailed
ancient map of the lands extending east and west of the
River Jordan from Lebanon to Egypt, from the desert to
the Mediterranean. Then drive Mt. Nebo (Siyagha) is the
memorial of Prophet Moses. The memorial consists of a
Trefoil Church built in the 4th century AD and is famous for having been visited by the Pilgrim In the 5th
century AD, a nave was added to the Trefoil Church. In the sixth century, around 530 AD, then cross
through Allenby Bridge to Israel, Arrival at Allenby Bridge, after border formalities cross into Israel.
Drive up thru the Judean hills to Jerusalem. Dinner and overnight in Jerusalem.
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Day 04: FULL DAY JERUSALEM :
After Breakfast, Drive to Mt Zion to visit the Church of All Nations, King David’s Tomb and the Room
of the Last Supper. Enter the Walls of the Old City and walk thru the restored Jewish Quarter. Visit the
Roman Cardo, the Herodian Quarter and continue to the Western Wall. Walk along the Via Dolorosa
to the Church of the Holy Sepulcher. Enjoy a short stroll
thru the colorful bazaars before proceeding to the New
City. Drive via the Knesset, Israel’s parliament and the
Supreme Court to Yad Vashem, and visit Israel’s memorial to the Holocaust victims of World War 2. Dinner &
overnight in Jerusalem..
Day 05: JERUSALEM- DEAD SEA– EIN GEDI –MASSADA
–ARAVA BORDER-AQABA :
After Breakfast ,Departing Jerusalem, descend to the
lowest point on earth – the Dead Sea. Stop at Qumran and visit the site where the Dead Sea Scrolls
were found. Continue to the unique desert oasis of Ein Gedi, enjoy a tour of this magnificent nature
reserve. Along the Dead-Sea shores, drive to Massada, the last stronghold of the Jewish zealots
against the Romans. Ascend by cable car and visit the bathhouse, Herod’s Palace, synagogue and
other excavations of this UNESCO site. Time to enjoy a short swim in the mineral rich therapeutic
waters of the Dead Sea before continuing our drive south thru the Arava valley to the Rabin border
crossing between Israel & Jordan. Cross the border back into Jordan around 18:00 PM. Meet & assist
upon Arrival at Jordanian side then transfer to Aqaba. Dinner & Overnight in Aqaba
Day 06: AQABA - PETRA:
After Breakfast, drive to Petra for visit of the
astonishing rose-red city of Petra, which was
built by Nabatean (An early Arab people).
Petra was renowned for it massive architecture, pools, dams and water channels. Petra
is the legacy of the Nabatean who settle in
the South of Jordan more than 2 thousands
years ago. They dominated the trade routes
of ancient Arabia. The Nabatean Kingdom
reached to Damascus and includes part of Sinai and Negev Desert. The visit starts through the Siq (1.2
KM), then to Treasury. visit Royal Tombs, The Court, Roman Theatre, Roman Street,. D & O in Petra.
Day 07: PETRA – KARAK – KINGS WAY – AMMAN:
After Breakfast, Drive to Karak, visit Castle of Karak then continue through fascinating Kings way to
Amman. later on drive to Amman, Dinner & overnight in Amman.
Day 8:TRANSFER TO AMM A/P.
Transfer to Amman A/P. Flight back Home.
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W A L K I N G & T R E K K I NG IN JORDAN
7 N i g h t s / 8 Days
Day 01 (ARRIVAL- AMM A/P – AMMAN HOTEL)
Arrival to Amman. Meet & Assist at Queen Alia International Airport. Transfer to your hotel in Amman
for overnight.

Day 02 (AMMAN – ZARQA MA’IN – DEAD SEA –
DANA)
After breakfast, start early for a walking day in Amman,
transfer to Wadi Zarqa Ma’in. A steep and difficult path
leads to the hot springs. In this valley we will have easy
walk, and the last 4 Km will be trekking to Ma’in Spa,
where 4WD will be waiting us to transfer us via Dead Sea
to Dana Hotel located in a village 400 years old for O/N.

Day 03 (WADI DANA – FINAN – WADI GHWEIR)
After breakfast, we start very early for easy walk (7 hours)
from Dana village to Dana Natural Reserve in Wadi
Dana: the reserve is a system of Wadies and mountains
that extends from the upper edge of the Rift Valley down
to the desert lowlands of Wadi Araba. Dana is truly a
world of natural treasures, where we going to meet some
Bedouins and have tea at their tents, and will keep walking to Wadi Finan, the beginning of Araba desert, where
our 4WD will meet us and transfer to Wadi Ghweir, to
make our campsite near waterfalls, and between a wonderful cliffs surrounded the Ghweir area. O/N

Day 04 (WADI GHWEIR – WADI ARABA – PETRA)
After breakfast at our campsite in Wadi Ghweir, we drive
by our Jeeps via Wadi Araba Desert to meet up with off
road climbing up by Jeeps via Wadi Namala the only way
from Wadi Araba to Little Petra driving a the top of Beida
Mountains, a magic views, as soon as we get to Petra
check in at your hotel in Wadi Mousa – Petra for O/N

Day 05 (FULL DAY PETRA VISIT)
Full day visiting Jordan’s Jewel “Petra” The Capital City
of the Nabateans, a city fully carved in the rose red stones of Wadi Mousa Mountains., walk through
the Siq, the only access to this city. Visiting Treasury, Roman theater , Royal tombs, Qasr Elbint and
possibility to climbe up High place or Monastery. After visit return back to Hotel. Dinner & overnight.
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Day 06 (PETRA – WADI RUM)
After breakfast a tour of one of the 7 wonders of the world, the Rose Red City of Petra, walking through
its world famous Siq splitting the mountains that provides what must be the most remarkable entrance
to any city. In the evening we will transfer you via king’s high way to Wadi Rum. Jeeps will meet us to
transfer you to the Bedouin campsite in the middle of the desert for O/N.

Day 07 (WADI RUM – AMMAN)

After breakfast be prepared to walk in the desert of Wadi Rum : This, one of the world’s
most colorful and unique landscapes of desert and mountain scenery, has long been
inhabited by man. It is also called the Valley of the Moon. An evening transfer to Amman
for O/N.
Day 08 (DEPARTURE VIA AIRPORT OR LAND BORDERS)
After breakfast, transfer to Queen Alia International Airport or land border for departure.
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T HE C HA L L ENGER
6 N i g h t s / 7 Days
Day 1 (Arrival Amman - Amman)
Arrive to Amman. Meet & Assist at Queen Alia Airport. Transfer to your hotel in Amman for overnight.

Day 2 (Amman - Jerash - Ajlun - Pella - Umm Qays)
After Breakfast, drive to the Roman City of Jerash, the city of 1000 pillars, then visit Ajlun castle, Pella
and Umm Qais. Return for Amman for overnight.

Day 3 (Amman - Madaba - Mount Nebo - Dead Sea - Petra)
After breakfast, drive to Madaba Where you will see a
unique map of the Holy Land, then visit Mount Nebo overlooking the Dead Sea and Jordan Valley. Afterwards you
will reach the dead sea the Lowest spot on earth, 400 m
below sea level. Enjoy the delightful experience of floating
on the surface of the Dead Sea waters, four times saltier
than seawater. Proceed to Petra , overnight in Petra hotel

Day 4 (Petra) The Challenge Starts!
Breakfast, start your full day tour to visit Petra “ the rose
red site “the site comprises a complete urban infrastructure
which includes Temples, baths, private houses, high places, paves streets, public building, markets,
theaters, reservoirs and cisterns. It’s entrance, a one – kilometer long fissure through the towering
cliffs, “the siq”, provides a dramatic approach and induction to the city. Challenge yourself to climb
the rocky mountains for the Red Rose City. Discover the
un-discovered hidden caves and tombs.

Day 5 (Petra - Wadi Rum)
The road south from Petra leads down to Wadi Rum. Wadi
Rum is an unusual desert terrain that resembles a pastel
pink lunar landscape, with towering limestone and granite
cliffs shooting out of the sandy desert floor. In Wadi rum
which was known as ‘ Lawrence of Arabia land” time to ride
a Camel and join a jeep safari. Overnight in Camp .

Day 6 (Wadi Rum - Aqaba)
Transfer to Aqaba, free time at leisure for swimming. Overnight Aqaba hotel.

Day 7 (Aqaba - Departure)

After Breakfast, transfer to the airport for departure.
12
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L A N D O F D I VERSITY
5 N i g h t s / 6 Days
Day 1 (ARRIVAL-AMMAN AIRPORT – DEAD SEA HOTEL)
Upon arriving Queen Alia International Airport or at Land Borders, you will be received by our Meet
& Assist representatives assisting you on your way through immigration. Transfer to your hotel at the Dead Sea for overnight.

Day 2 (DEAD SEA-BAPTISM SITE-JERASH-DEAD SEA)
After breakfast we will head to the Baptism site of Jesus. You
will start your day to explore one of the most preserved Roman
cities of the Decapolis “Jerash”.. Return to the Dead Sea for

overnight.

Day 3 (DEAD SEA-MADABA-NEBO-KERAK-PETRA)
Free morning at the Dead Sea, then we will depart to down to the
Red Rose City of Petra visiting on the way Madaba the
city of Mosaics, which has the oldest known mosaic map
of the holy land. After that we will go to view the Jordan
Valley from the famous Mount Nebo visiting its Byzantine
Church. We will continue after that to visit the great crusader castle of Kerak. Continue to Petra for overnight.

Day 4 (FULL DAY PETRA VISIT)
Full day visiting Jordan’s Jewel “Petra” The Capital City of
the Nabateans, a city fully carved in the rose red stones
of Wadi Mousa Mountains. Upon arrival, you will take a
horse back ride, walk through the Siq, the only access to
this city. Return back to Petra for overnight.

Day 5 (PETRA–WADI RUM-AQABA)
Depart to the Valley of the moon, which was known as
“Lawrence of arabia land” enjoying a jeep safari for 2
hours. You will be treated for a Bedouin lunch before proceeding to the Red Sea Resort City of Aqaba for overnight.

Day 6 (AQABA-AQABA AIRPORT)
After breakfast, you will be transferred to King Hussein Aqaba Airport, for departure
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CARAVAN
4 Nights/ 5 Days
Day 1 (ARRIVAL- AMMAN AIRPORT– AMMAN
HOTEL)
Upon arriving Queen Alia International Airport,
Meet & Assist through immigration. Transfer to
your hotel in Amman for overnight.
Day 2 (AMMAN – JERASH – AJLUN - UM QAYS
– AMMAM)
You will start your day to explore one of the
most preserved Roman cities of the decapolis
“Jerash”. Then we will proceed to Ajlun then to
Um Qays which overlooks the Sea of Galilee. Return to Amman where you will be treated for an
oriental dinner. O/N in Amman.
Day 3 (MADABA – NEBO – BAPTISM SITE –
DEAD SEA – PETRA)
After breakfast, head towards Madaba the city
of Mosaics, which has the oldest known mosaic
map of the holy land. After that we will go to view
the Jordan Valley from the famous Mount Nebo
visiting its Byzantine Church. Then we will head
to the Jordan Valley itself to visit the Baptism
site of Jesus. We will continue after that to Petra
passing via the shores of the Dead Sea. O/N in
Petra.
Day 4 (FULL DAY PETRA VISIT)
Full day visiting Jordan’s Jewel “Petra”, one of
the 7 wonders of the world, the Capital City of
the Nabateans, a city fully carved in the rose red
stones of Wadi Mousa Mountains. Upon arrival,
you will take a horse back ride, walk through the
Siq, the only access to this city. Return back to
Amman for overnight.
Day 5 (AMMAN AIRPORT OR LAND BORDERS)
After breakfast, you will be transferred to Queen
Alia International Airport in Amman or land borders for departure
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BACK IN TIME
3 Nights/ 4 Days
Day 1 (ARRIVAL- AMMAN AIRPORT OR LAND
BORDERS – AMMAN HOTEL)
Upon arriving Queen Alia International Airport or
at land borders, you will be received by our Meet
& Assist representatives assisting you on your
way through immigration. Transfer to your hotel
in Amman for O/N.
Day 2 (MADABA - NEBO - KERAK - PETRA)
After breakfast, head towards Madaba the city
of Mosaics, which has the oldest known mosaic
map of the holy land. After that we will go to view
the Jordan Valley from the famous Mount Nebo.
Kerak and its Crusader castle will be our next
stop. A castle built on one of the highest mountains of Kerak. Then we will continue our trip
down to one of the 7 wonders of the world, the
Rose Red City of Petra for O/N.
Day 3 (FULL DAY VISIT TO ONE OF THE 7 WONDERS OF THE WORLD, THE ROSE RED CITY OF
PETRA)
Full day visiting Jordan’s Jewel “Petra” a city fully carved in the rose red stones of Wadi Mousa
Mountains. Upon arrival, you will take a horse
back ride, walk through the Siq, the only access
to this city. Return back to Amman, where you
will be treated for an oriental dinner. O/N in Amman.
Day 4 (AMMAN AIRPORT OR LAND BORDER
FOR DEPARTURE)
After breakfast, you will be transferred to Queen
Alia International Airport in Amman or land border for departure.

BRIDGE TRAVEL is a major incoming Travel Agency
in Jordan, with nearly 14 years of continuing quality services. Our Services cover in addition to Jordan,
Syria, Lebanon, Holy Land, and Sinai .Our Head
offices are located in Aqaba/Red Sea, with branch in
Amman
BRIDGE TRAVEL, guarantees the best quality of product, best services, best prices, and above all; professionalism in business dealings.
BRIDGE TRAVEL has a variety of products designed to
satisfy all our partners, we offer programs for groups,
F.I.T, Tale-made products, Incentive programs in
Jordan, as well as the possibility of combination of
Jordan with other neighboring regions like Syria,
Lebanon, Holy Land, and Sinai.
It will be great honor to have the privilege to offer
you our Services, and it will be great success to choose
Jordan as your next destination. Should you have
any inquiries, please do not hesitate to contact us at
any time, or visit our web site at www.bridgetravel.
com.jo.
Genaral Manager
Kareem NOFAL
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BRIDGE TRAVEL
Tel.: +962 3 203 9009 Fax: +962 3 203 5950 P.O. Box 1593 Aqaba - Jordan
e-mail: info@bridgetravel.com.jo http://www.bridgetravel.com.jo

